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Resumen

En este estudio se evaluó el efecto de la geometría y la concentración de substrato en la determinación de
rendimientos cuánticos globales del proceso. Los rendimientos cuánticos se obtuvieron bajo un enfoque de
parámetros globales constantes, fundamentados en las propiedades isotrópicas del campo radiante y de distribución
perfecta de partículas en la fase fluida. Se usó un modelo idealizado para la cuantificación del campo de radiación y
las expresiones matemáticas para la velocidad de reacción y la energía global efectiva absorbida del proceso
(OVRPA) por medio de una solución aproximada de la ecuación de transferencia radiativa (RTE). Los resultados
obtenidos para los rendimientos cuánticos permitieron mostrar la naturaleza no intrínseca de los parámetros cinéticos
por la fuerte influencia de la geometría asociada a la dependencia con la energía radiante global absorbida por el
sistema, evaluando estos parámetros foto-cinéticos a concentración inicial de ácido dicloroacético (DCA) constante.
El error relativo global es menor al 2.5% y los coeficientes de correlación son mayores a 0.97 entre los datos de
simulación y los datos experimentales utilizados.

Palabras Claves: Acido dicloroacético, Rendimientos cuánticos no intrínsecos, Campo de radiación efectiva,
Velocidad volumétrica global de absorción de fotones.

Abstract

Keywords: Dichloroacetic acid, Non-intrinsec quantum yields, Effective radiation yield, Overall volumetric
absorption photon rate.

This study assessed the effect of the geometry and concentration of substrate in the determination of overall quantum
yields. The quantum yields were obtained under an approach of constant global parameters based on the properties of
isotropic radiant field and perfect distribution of particles in the fluid phase. An idealized model for quantifying the
radiation field was used for reaction rate and overall volumetric rate of photon absorption (OVRPA) were obtained by
means of an approximate solution of the radiative transfer equation (RTE). The results for quantum yields allowed to
show the non-intrinsic nature of the kinetics parameters because of the strong influence of geometry associated to the
dependence on the radiant energy absorbed by the system, evaluating these photo-kinetic parameters at constant
initial concentration of dichloroacetic acid (DCA). The overall relative error between the simulation and
experimental data is less than 2.5% and the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.97.
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1. Introduction

The heterogeneous photocatalytic processes are
strongly influenced by four key components:
sys t em reac t ive ( subs t r a t e ) , ca t a lys t
(semiconductor), geometry reactor (reactor type)
and radiation field (luminous flux). The geometry
and radiation field introduce a no-intrinsic nature 
to this type processes (reflected in kinetic of
reaction rate), these characteristics are the major
differences with the conventional chemical
processes (Alfano & Cassano, 2009; Braham &
Harris, 2009; Liu & Zhao, 2010; Herrmann,
2010).

The performance of photocatalityc process
depends critically on the amount of incident
radiation that can be used to activate the catalyst
particles and therefore it requires a correct
quantification of the volumetric rate of energy
absorption (VREA). This in turn will allow an
adequate description of the kinetic parameters
such as quantum yields (Sagawe et al., 2010;
Machuca et al., 2008; Kuhn et al., 2004).

This parameter has been used in various studies of
photocatalytic reaction. For the evaluation of
different materials, in monitoring the
photocatalytic reactions of pure compounds and
mixtures, follow up the production of OH radicals,
in modeling and evaluation of photoreactors,
scaling of processes and reactors (Egerton and
Mattinson, 2010; Liu and Zhao, 2010; Li Puma et
al., 2010; Serrano et al., 2009; Siamak & Fariborz,
2010; Zhang andAnderson, 2010).

Several substances have been proposed for the
calculation of quantum efficiency, there are found
from pure substances to complex mixtures; e.g.,
pesticides, endocrine disrupting chemicals and
microorganisms. Among the more pure
substances used are phenol and its derivatives,
ethanol, inorganic and organic subtances and the
dichloroacetic acid (Ballari et al., 2010; Egerton
and Mattinson, 2010; Sagawe et al., 2010; Trujillo
et al., 2010).

In particular, the DCA has been implemented as a
key component of heterogeneous actinometry
and/or model substance for kinetic studies of
heterogeneous photocatalytic systems, due to the

simplicity of the stoichiometric equation and
simple experimental tracking, as well as its
physical and chemical properties that allow it to be
considered a valid chemical actinometer for
heterogeneous photodegradation reactions
(Zalazar et al., 2005; Machuca et al., (2008);
Ballari et al., 2010).

The importance of assessing the quantum yields as
comparison parameters is established by the
nature of the induction processes of electron hole
(e-)/(h+) pairs at the semiconductor/solution
interface, where the reaction rate in the primary
stage of the catalyst excitation is considered as the
quantum yield of the process, Rothenberger
(1985), Serpone (1997).

Nevertheless, the conventional definition of
quantum yield used in heterogeneous
photocatalysis (which relates the number of moles
processed per unit of absorbed energy by the
photochemical semiconductor), Serpone (1997),
is strongly associated to reference states that are
obtained by homogeneous actinometry leading to
apparent quantum yield parameters in order to
extrapolate results from simple systems to
complex reaction mixtures, while retaining the
same geometry reaction, Zalazar et al. (2005),
Brandi et al. (2003), Trujillo et al. (2010).

The quantum yields obtained by this route are
usually calculated by adjusting experimental data
from simple actinometric reactions, coupled to a
solution of the radiative transfer equation,
Duderstadt (1979), resulting in values that are not
necessarily unique to the reaction system, i.e. non-
intrinsic quantum yields, due to the heavy
dependence of the radiant field for constant flow
of photons, in relation to the geometry of the
system. So, the evaluation of the global quantum
yield and the overall volumetric rate of photonic
adsorption can be made by fitting results of
heterogeneous actinometrical experiments or
using an appropriate phase field model coupled
with the RTE. (Machuca et al., 2008, Mueses et al.
2008).

Among the least studied variables in
heterogeneous photocatalytic reaction in
determining the quantum yield is the type of
reactor and the effect of substrate concentration.

2. Mathematicalmodel

2.1 Reaction ratemodel



1. Introduction This keys components, into all heterogeneous
photocatalytic processes, have been evaluated in
previous investigations, Blanco et al. (2001),
Brandi (2003), Dijkstra et al. (2003), Bandala et al.
(2004), Mueses (2008), where overall
photodegradation convertion have been assessed
in irradiated reactors with direct and diffuse solar 
or artificial polychromatic radiation at low
concentrations of substrate in different reaction
systems but no related with the quantum and
photonic parameters.

However, few studies have been reported with
comparative theorical and experimental evidence
that differentiate the significance of these two
effects (concentration and geometry) and that
assess the parameters of photo-kinetic reactions,
as quantum yields and rate of photon absorption,
by means of the evaluation of a single reaction
system in different geometrical configurations,
Bandala et al. (2004), Brucato et al. (2007),Alfano
& Cassano (2009).

This paper aims to show the effect of geometric
configuration and the initial concentration of
substrate for three reaction systems (compound
parabolic collector - CPC, tubular, and axial) on
quantum yields using a new model of radiation
field and the data from actiometrical heterogenous
reaction.

2. Mathematicalmodel

Machuca et al. (2008) have proposed a model for 
calculating photo-kinetic parameter based on a
methodology of isotropic global parameters,
quantum yield ( ) and overall volumetric rate of
photon absorption OVRPA . This model was
validated from the DCA photocatalytic
degradation data in a differential perfect-mixture
reactor. The effective radiation field model
(ERFM) used in this study is based on the
modification of the RTE equation assuming an
isotropic field, the conceptual basis of the model
without the mathematical rigor was published
partially by Mueses and Machuca (2010b).

a(E )g

The formulation of the constituent equations of the
system supports the following general
considerations without breaking the basic
principles of photocatalysis, Herrmann (2010):

Isothermal and isobaric system, heterogeneous
system with isotropic distribution of perfect mix,
fluid + particles, effective radiation field with
constant energy, monocromatic radiation,
constant optics and isotropic absorption
properties, No radiation absorption in the fluid
phase, heterogeneous photocatalytic reaction
controlled by the primary stage of the
semicondutor excitation and light scattering
effects with function of isotropic phase.

The global structure of systems include the
reaction rate model for DCA, mass balance for the
reactors, radiative energy balance from the
absorption model, effective radiation model from 
emission model, and the OVRPA. In forthcoming
publications an extension and validation of
mathematical develepment will be made.

2.1 Reaction ratemodel

For this study, it uses the DCA photocatalytic
degradation as model reaction. Zalazar et al.
(2005) proposed a mechanism and an expression
of reaction rate for the DCA photodegradation

+based on the direct attack by the holes (h )
generated during the activation of the catalyst,

?towards the dichloroacetate ion (CHCl COO ). In2

a previous work, Machuca et al. (2008), the
expression of reaction rate was modified in terms 
of overall quantum yield ( ) and the overall

avolumetric rate of photon absorption (E ). Theg

resulting expression is shown in equation (1):
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Where (K , ) is a function of photocatalyticObs

kinetic parameters, K is an adjustment kineticObs

parameter, C is the concentration of DCA, C isDCA O2

the oxygen concentration, and C the catalystsCat

concentration.

2.2Massbalance: thegeneratingequation

The material balance is independent of the
geometry of the evaluated reactors. The resulting 
expression for batch systems is an integer-
differential function as shown in equation (3):

Where T refers to the volume of the absorber, v is theK T

system total volume, and v is the reaction volume.R

The isotropic nature of the kinetic parameters, the
concentration of reagents and catalyst particle
distribution, implies that equation (3) does not
depend on the volume of the reactor, and becomes
a non-linear ordinary differential equation
depending on the concentrations of reactive
species and time. The functional form of the
solution is given by (4):

Where f(C ) is the solution evaluated at theDCA,0

initial condition (t=0). Equation (4) is the
generat ing equat ion, which l inks the
concentration of DCA depending exclusively on
time and has only two adjustable parameters from
experimental data: the overall quantum yield and
the K constant.Obs

2.3Radiativeenergybalance

The radiation field properties can be defined under
the foundations of Cassano et al. (1995) and
through the use of the one-dimensional equation
of radiative transfer, modified to an isotropic
effective radiation field with constant energy I .N

Mathematical procedure in detail was developed
by Mueses (2008), Mueses and Machuca (2010b).

The independent RTE equation of the geometry of
the reactor is:

Where I is the net incident radiation energy on theN

semiconductor particles, , are the volumetricv v

absorption and scattering coefficients, Cassano et al.
(1995): The integral term is a function of elastic
scattering and s is the geometry reference coordinate: r
for tubular reactor radio and z for axial configuration,
Alfano et al. (1995)

2.3.1 Effectiveradiation field

The energy radiation field can be calculated by
applying the following assumptions: (i) it is
possible to redistribute the total energy of anF

incident photon flux on an energy absorber in a
constant energy field (energy pit), whichF,T

surrounds isotropically the element of absorption,
regardless of the direction and spreading
frequency and (ii) the radiant field inside the
reactor remains isotropic nature and is spread
evently throughout the system volume. Similar
concepts were used by Ballari et al. (2010) in the 
study of the mass transfer limitations in slurry
photocatalytic reactors, and Sagawe et al. (2010)
in the analysis of photoreactors by observed
photonic efficiency.

In particulary, the total effective radiant energy in
a cylindrical absorber with absorption surface area

I I I IS =S +S with S and S as the directlyA H L H L

illuminated surface by a radiating source and the
not illuminated surface respectively can be
estimated using the following equation:
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2.2Massbalance: thegeneratingequation

2.3Radiativeenergybalance

2.3.1 Effectiveradiation field

Now, considering the emission source and
following the tenets for modeling lamp emission
proposed by Cassano et al. (1995), the net
radiation energy field entering the absorber is
expressed as follows:

EffWhere A is proposed as the quotient between the
Iilluminated area S and the total absorption area S ; D ,H A L

L and correspond to the diameter, length and totalL L

number of radiation lamps respectively; ( ) is the
lamp wavelength operating range, P is the
photochemical power of the lamps and Y is theR

transmittance coefficient of the wall of the absorber.

Therefore, this approach can be applied without
homogeneous actinometry requirements for estimating
overall quantum yields, coupled with the concept of
heterogeneous actinometry and models for the
radiation field.

2.3.2 OVRPA calculation and net absorbed

energy

In mathematical terms, the overall volumetric rate of
photon absorption can be defined as the integration
throughout the volume of reaction of the product
between the semiconductor volumetric absorption
coefficient and the net incident energy (by analogy with
the volumetric local rate of photon absorption,
LVRPA), as shown by equation (8):

The net effective energy absorbed by particles of
catalyst can be estimated from the solution of the
RTE equation (equation 5) with a function of
isotropic phase with elastic scattering and

considering also an adimensional function of
fraction of absorbed radiation, defined by equation
9:

With:

EffWhere I is the net energy absorbed by theN

semiconductor particles in the volume of reaction,
I  is the total net isotropic energy at the entrance N,0

aof the reactor and E is the overall volumetric rateg,0

photon absorption on the wall of the reactor.

The equations of the model can be transformed by
consideration of an adimensional variable of
effective length. For tubular reactors with radial
configuration is defined by equation (11) and axial
by equation (12):

With is the total radio R of the absorber for
radial tubular, and length L for axial
configurations.

The solution of the RTE equation and the
implementation of equations (9) to (12) generate
the following expressions for evaluating the
overall absorbed fraction in all three geometric
configurations:

For radial-tubular reactors:
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Figure 3. Experimental (all reactors) and simulated data comparison for initial DCA concentration of 120 ppm.
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